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metrologia

International comparison of depth-setting standards

H. Haitjema

Abstract. Measurements of depth-setting standards, carried out at nine national metrology laboratories within the
framework of EUROMET project No. 301, are compared. The objects used for this comparison take the form of
chromium-coated silicon substrates with rectangular grooves of 0,1 mm and 0,01 mm width and nominal depths
from 30 nm to 3200 nm. For the calibration several stylus instruments, and interference microscopes based on
different measuring principles, were used. The comparison shows that the participating laboratories are able, in
general, to determine the groove depth with uncertainties ranging from a few nanometres for a groove of 30 nm
nominal depth to some tens of nanometres for a groove of 3200 nm. At 3200 nm the scatter of measurements
between the participants is characterized by a standard deviation of 40 nm, a value considered unsatisfactory for
calibrations at a primary level.

1. Introduction

The traceability of topographic measurements of high
vertical resolution, such as those taken with contact
stylus roughness measuring instruments, scanning probe
microscopes and interference microscopes, can be
realized by calibration of the instrument using depth-
setting standards. Such standards are known as step-
height or groove-depth standards. For the calibration
of depth-setting standards it is therefore essential to
establish traceability to standards of length and to
have a sound knowledge of the capabilities of facilities
which aim to achieve the highest level of accuracy.
Independent proof of the traceability and consistency
of measurement methods is most effectively given
by international comparisons. Within EUROMET such
a comparison was initiated at the end of 1993 as
EUROMET project No. 301; the measurements were
carried out between April 1994 and April 1996. The
laboratories participating in this comparison were:
NMi Van Swinden Laboratorium, Delft, the Nether-
lands (NMi, organizer), Eidgenössisches Amt f̈ur
Messwesen, Wabern, Switzerland (OFMET), Sveriges
Provnings-och Forskningsinstitut, Borȧs, Sweden (SP),
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig,
Germany (PTB), Istituto di Metrologia “G. Colon-
netti”, Turin, Italy (IMGC), Istituto di Lavorazione
Metalli, Orbassano, Italy (ILM), VTT Manufacturing
Technology, Espoo, Finland (VTT), Centro Espagnol
de Metroloǵıa, Madrid, Spain (CEM) and National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg,
USA (NIST).

H. Haitjema: Nederlands Meetinstituut-Van Swinden Laboratorium,
PO Box 654, NL-2600 AR Delft, the Netherlands.
e-mail hhaitjema@nmi.nl

2. Definition of measurements

2.1 Standards used

The comparison involved five depth-setting standards
manufactured by the SMU (Slovak Institute of
Metrology), standards which are known for their good
homogeneity and rectangular shape. The standards were
kindly made available by the PTB for the purpose
of this comparison. The groove widths are 0,01 mm
and 0,1 mm; the nominal depths are 32 nm; 64 nm;
0,16 µm; 1,0 µm and 3,2µm. In silicon substrates
(37 mm diameter and 3 mm thick) the grooves were
cut and then coated with chromium. The standards can
readily be measured using an interference microscope
or a stylus instrument.

The depths cover a range which is useful for both
stylus roughness measurements and scanning probe
microscopes. The 0,01 mm wide groove, although not
intended for calibration, was included as an option as it
can be measured with most scanning probe microscopes
and, when measured using an interference microscope,
provides a sensitive check for accurate determination
of the aperture correction.

2.2 Position of measurement

A schematic diagram showing the lay-out of the grooves
near the centre of the substrate is given in Figure 1. In
the centre of the sample are three grooves of 0,1 mm
width and two of 0,01 mm width, each separated by
0,1 mm of substrate. There is also one horizontal
central line. The line along which the groove depth was
measured is 0,3 mm from the centre of this central line,
at the side of the identifying text “CSMU” which is also
applied to the substrate in the form of a depression of the
same depth as the grooves. Along the measurement line,
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Figure 1. The relative positions of the grooves, the
measurement line and the measurement line on the substrate.

the depths of the central groove (width 0,1 mm) and,
optional, of the left-hand groove (width 0,01 mm) had
to be measured. This particular measurement line was
prescribed to minimize the effect of any inhomogeneity
of the standard on the measurement results.

For the samples with a nominal groove depth of
0,16 µm, each participant was invited to measure the
0,1 mm wide groove at the standard position (0,3 mm
from the centre line) and at distances of 0,1 mm,
0,2 mm and 0,3 mm to each side of the reference line,
that is, at the standard position and five others.

The purpose was to check the resolution of the
measurements obtained by the individual participants.

2.3 Definition of groove depth

The groove depth has, for the purpose of this
comparison, been defined in a way analogous to ISO
5436, section 8.1.1 [1], with a minor adaptation to
improve the symmetry in the definition. The definition
is as follows:

A continuous straight mean line equal in length
to 2,5 times the width of the groove is drawn
over the groove to represent the upper level of the
surface and another to represent the lower level,
both lines extending symmetrically about the centre
of the groove (see Figure 2a). The upper and lower
surfaces on each side of the groove edge are to
be ignored for a length of /4. The surface at the
bottom is assessed only over the central half of its
width. The depthd is defined as the perpendicular
distance of the mean of the portion C to the line
through the mean of portion A and the mean of
portion B.

The NIST has also used its own definition which is
based on the average step at the edges of the groove.
For completeness, the three definitions are shown in
Figures 2a, 2b and 2c, respectively.

2.4 Homogeneity of standards

Although the measurement line (Section 2.2) and the
groove depth (Section 2.3) are defined to minimize the

effect of inhomogeneity, some tests were carried out to
check the effect of small deviations from the defined
conditions. Both the NIST and the NMi have checked
the depth inhomogeneity of the 0,1 mm wide groove
around the 0,3 mm position by varying the position over
± 0,10 mm (NMi) or± 0,0125 mm and calculating the
standard deviation. The NIST used its mechanical probe
(radius 1 µm), the NMi its interference microscope
which averages over 30µm at the magnification used.

The NIST also investigated the sensitivity of the
calculated depth to the groove depth definition as shown
in Figures 2a and 2c. The results are summarized in
Table 1. As the results provide only a rough indication,
no uncertainty is indicated. From the table it is clear that
the inhomogeneity near the measurement lines is very
small, less than 1 nm for the four grooves having the
smaller depths and about 1 nm for the 3,2µm groove.
Also, the calculated groove depth is not very sensitive
to the different evaluation methods, which indicates that
the grooves conform well to a rectangular shape.

To compare measurements using interference
microscopes with those using mechanical probes it is
essential to ensure that the surface conditions inside
the groove and adjacent to it are identical, because
the location of the optical reflection plane depends on
both the roughness and the complex refractive index of
the surface. Investigations on similar standards carried
out at the PTB [2] show that the difference in the
surface roughness parameterk in and near the groove
is about 0,2 nm in most cases, which means that the
“optical” and “mechanical” groove depth could differ
by a similar amount.

As all participants quote uncertainties of 1 nm
and more, it may be concluded that the standards
are of a shape, homogeneity and surface condition
which enables an unbiased comparison of measurement
results.

3. Equipment and measuring methods

An overview of the equipment and the methods of
measurement used is given in Table 2. The partic-
ipants used Rank Taylor Hobson stylus instruments
and/or interference microscopes from a number of
manufacturers.

Each participant took into account some of the
following uncertainty contributions:

Interference microscopes (NMi, PTB, OFMET,
CEM): Aperture correction, repeatability, de-focus,
interference evaluation, light wavelength, reference
flat surface, roughness correction, surface contamina-
tion, groove depth inhomogeneity, reference groove
depth, nonlinearity of (piezo) scanner or other phase-
shifting device.

Stylus instruments (all except CEM and OFMET):
Profile evaluation, nonlinearities, temperature coef-
ficient, datum straightness, repeatability, definition
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(a)
Figure 2. Possible definitions of the groove depth:
(a) NMi: A continuous straight mean line equal in length to 2,5 times the
width of the groove is drawn over the groove to represent the upper level
of the surface and another to represent the lower level, both lines extending
symmetrically about the centre of the groove. The upper and lower surfaces
on each side of the groove edge are to be ignored for a length of/4. The
surface at the bottom is assessed only over the central half of its width. The
depth is defined as the perpendicular distance of the mean of the portion C
to the line through the mean of portion A and the mean of portion B.

(b)
(b) ISO: A continuous straight mean line equal in length to 3 times the width

of the groove is drawn over the groove to represent the upper level of the
surface and another to represent the lower level, both lines extending
symmetrically about the centre of the groove. The upper and lower surfaces
on each side of the groove are to be ignored for a length of/3. The surface
at the bottom is assessed only over the central third of its width. The depth
is defined as the perpendicular distance of the mean of the portion C to the
line through the mean of portion A and the mean of portion B.

(c)
(c) NIST: A continuous straight mean line equal in length to 2 times the width

of the groove is drawn over the groove to represent the upper level of the
surface and another to represent the lower level, both lines extending
symmetrically about the centre of the groove. The upper surface on each side
of the groove is to be ignored for a length of/20. The lower surface is to be
ignored for a length of /40 at both edges and for/20 in the centre of the
groove. At both edges of the groove a step height is defined;1 is the
perpendicular distance between the extrapolated portions A and B at the edge
of the groove. Similarly 2 is the perpendicular distance between the
extrapolated portions C and D. The depthis defined as the average of both
step heights 1 and 2.

Table 1. The NMi and the NIST homogeneity measurements expressed as one standard deviation.

Nominal depth/µm 0,032 0,064 0,16 1,0 3,2
Inhomogeneity (NMi, 1)/nm 0,20 0,14 0,20 0,9 1,4
Inhomogeneity (NIST, 1)/nm 0,18 0,42 0,25 0,5 1,0
Groove depth difference: NMi definition – NIST definition (NIST)/nm 0,1 0,8 – 0,5 0,4 1,0

of central line, reference groove depth, definition of
groove depth, surface finish.

The relevant uncertainty contributions depend on the
measuring instrument and the method; for example,
when the depth of a reference groove depth is used as
the standard in an interference microscope, some of the
other uncertainty sources, such as aperture correction,
light wavelength and de-focus, cancel.

The measurement methods used by each participant
are described below.

3.1 The NMi

For groove depths greater than 1µm, the NMi uses
a Rank Taylor Hobson Form Talysurf Series 120L

stylus instrument equipped with a laser-interferometric
transducer. The instrument deviates from the standard
version by an improved straightness datum and a stylus
length of 20 mm, giving it resolution of 3 nm over
its range of± 1 mm. The stylus was calibrated using a
sphere of known diameter (nominal 44 mm). The stylus
tip radius is 2µm, the stylus force 0,8 mN and the data
sampling interval 0,25µm. The calibration was checked
against a gauge block pair wrung on an optical flat with
a 10µm length difference which had been calibrated
using conventional gauge block interferometry.

As no differences were found, the relative
uncertainty of the length difference calibration
(0,02µm/10 µm = 0,2 %) was assumed to be the
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Table 2. Overview of measuring instruments and achieved uncertainty of the participants.

Lab Instrument Uncertainty in the depth Traceable to
based on two standard deviations
( = 2)

NMi RTH Form Talysurf 120L shortened stylus 5 nm + 0,002 10 µm gauge block step; interferometry

Interference microscope Zeiss Interphako 1 nm + 0,003 RTH FTS 120L; mercury spectral lamp

PTB RTH Nanostep stylus 2 nm + 0,005 Zeiss Linnik

Interference microscope Zeiss Linnik 3 nm + 0,001 Thallium spectral lamp

VTT RTH Form Talysurf stylus 30 nm + 0,06 Ball; gauge blocks

CEM Interference microscope MicroXAM 4 nm + 0,05 VLSI 0,04/13µm NIST

OFMET Interference microscope Nikon, Mirau 4 nm + 0,008 Reference groove RTH FTS 120L

IMGC RTH Talystep 1 upgraded 5 nm + 0,02 Gauge blocks, interferometry

ILM RTH Form Talysurf shortened stylus 9 nm + 0,013 Piezo translator, laser interferometer

SP RTH Form Talysurf inductive pick-up 6 nm + 0,02 Sphere, = 12,5 mm

NIST Modified Talystep 1 1 nm + 0,005 Step standard, interferometry

uncertainty due to the reference standard. When
measuring a groove depth, both the nonlinearity and
straightness datum effects were reduced by taking the
average of measurements at many positions relative to
the straightness datum and at different points within
the measuring range. As the depth of the 3,2µm step
measured by the participants was rather scattered, it was
checked using three other styli of 60 mm length and
stylus tip radii of 2µm and 5µm. These measurements
gave the same result to within the uncertainty of 10 nm.

Smaller steps are calibrated using a Carl Zeiss
Jena Jenaval type 250-CF [3], equipped with a mercury
spectral lamp. This uses an internal Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. By shifting the image, a groove depth
can be measured directly according to the definition
given in Section 2.3, with a resolution of 0,12 nm. The
photodetector of the instrument averages over an area
of 30 µm 30 µm for the 0,1 mm wide groove and
5 µm 5 µm for the 0,01 mm wide groove. Depths
were measured in terms of a wavelength fraction, as in
gauge block interferometry, and the aperture correction
was derived from a measurement of the 3,2µm deep
groove which had been measured using the stylus
instrument. The NMi measured the standards before
and after the comparison and found no significant
differences. The averages of these two measurements
were taken as final values.

3.2 The PTB

The PTB has published results of measurements using
interference microscopy and stylus instruments on
similar standards [2]. For the present comparison,
a Rank Taylor Hobson Nanostep [4], with a data
evaluation system designed and constructed in-house,
was used as a stylus instrument. The stylus tip radius

was 0,1µm, the stylus force 25µN and the data
sampling interval 0,05µm. The vertical resolution of
this instrument is 0,1 % of the measured range, that
is, 30 nm to 3µm. The interference microscope was
a Zeiss Linnik equipped with a thallium lamp. The
fringe pattern was recorded using a CCD camera and
evaluated by a spatial heterodyne technique [5] which
provides a vertical resolution of about 0,5 nm.

The PTB took its measurements at 0,05 mm and
0,15 mm at both sides of the central line of the standard
and gave the average as the final result. The NMi has
measured the difference of this depth from the depth at
the measurement line, which was 1 nm at maximum,
and corrected the results.

3.3 The VTT

The VTT measurements were taken using a stylus
instrument, a Rank Taylor Hobson Form Talysurf
Series type 50L equipped with a laser-interferometric
transducer. The probe tip radius was 2µm, the
measuring force 0,8 mN, the sampling interval 0,25µm
and the vertical resolution 10 nm.

3.4 The CEM

The CEM measurements were performed using an
interference microscope MicroXAM manufactured by
Phase Shift Technology. For grooves smaller thanµ/4
it uses one-wavelength phase-shifting interferometry;
for larger grooves it works as a white-light scanning
interferometer. As reference it uses VLSI standards type
SHS-440AC (45 nm, uncertainty 4 nm (= 2)) and type
SHS-14,5MC (13,5µm, uncertainty 0,2µm), traceable
to the NIST.
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3.5 The OFMET

The OFMET measurements were taken using a Nikon
interference microscope with Nikon Mirau objectives,
and fringe analysis hardware and software from
Micromap.

For grooves of less than 0,16 mm, a monochro-
matic interference filter was used and the measurements
were taken using a phase-shifting interference measure-
ment. For grooves of more than 0,16µm, a white-light
scanning interferometer was used. The calibration of
the scanning system was carried out using PTB (Halle)
depth-setting standards calibrated with a Rank Taylor
Hobson Form Talysurf Series 120L. All measurements
were checked with a Rank Taylor Hobson Form
Talysurf (2µm stylus) and a Tencor Alpha-step 200
(12,5µm stylus).

3.6 The IMGC

The IMGC stylus profiling instrument is a Rank Taylor
Hobson Talystep 1 which has been upgraded by the
manufacturer. The probe tip radius was 0,2µm, the
measuring force about 0,05 mN, the sampling interval
1 µm and the vertical resolution 0,02 % of the scale
used. In the calibration process, step-height standards
consisting of gauge block steps were used. These were
calibrated using a Fizeau interferometer.

3.7 The ILM

The ILM stylus profiling instrument is a Rank Taylor
Hobson Form Talysurf with a laser-interferometric
transducer. The probe tip radius was 2µm, the
measuring force about 0,7 mN, the sampling interval
0,75µm and the vertical resolution 5 nm. The probe
was calibrated by a piezo-capacitive transducer which
was calibrated by laser interferometry.

3.8 The SP

The SP stylus profiling instrument is a Rank Taylor
Hobson Form Talysurf 120 with a standard inductive
pick-up. The probe tip radius was 2µm, the measuring
force 1 mN, the sampling interval 0,25µm and the
vertical resolution 0,32 nm. The stylus was calibrated
using a sphere of known diameter (nominal 25 mm).
The data evaluation took place using an evaluation
system designed and constructed in-house.

3.9 The NIST

At the NIST a Rank Taylor Hobson Talystep stylus
instrument was used with an evaluation system
designed and constructed in-house. The stylus tip
radius was 1µm and the stylus force was 40µN.
As described in Section 2.4, the NIST provided
additional data concerning the homogeneity of the

samples and the sensitivity to the step-height definition.
The data, evaluated according to the NMi step-height
definition, were taken as final values (see Section 2.3
and Figure 2). The NIST has already published its
measurement methods [6, 7].

4. Results

4.1 Results for the 0,1 mm wide grooves

The results for the 0,1 mm wide grooves are listed in
Table 3 and displayed in graphical form in Figure 3.
The NMi, PTB and NIST results are very close. When
considering the NMi values as reference results, the
only measurements which differ by more than the
combined uncertainty from the reference are the CEM
measurement of the 160 nm groove and the OFMET
measurement of the 3200 nm groove. In general, the
3200 nm groove presents the most problems.

It is striking that the absolute standard deviation of
all measurements on this standard (40 nm) is larger than

Figure 3. Results of the depth measurements of the 0,1 mm
wide grooves.
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Table 3. Results for the 0,1 mm wide grooves. The numbers following the± sign are expanded uncertainties, based on= 2.

Groove depth/nm

Nominal 32 64 160 1000 3200
NMi (ref) 42,6 ± 1,1 65,8± 1,2 152,3± 1,5 948± 4 3017± 10
PTB 43 ± 3 66 ± 3 153± 3 950± 8 3022± 10
VTT 42 ± 31 63± 33 145± 38 917± 84 2932± 205
CEM 44 ± 4 67 ± 4 158 ± 4 960 ± 160 3050± 160
OFMET 45± 4 66 ± 4 153± 5 945± 11 2970 ± 30
IMGC 42 ± 5 63 ± 5 155± 11 954± 16 3014± 60
ILM – 64 ± 9 155± 10 933± 20 2971± 48
SP 40± 7 67 ± 7 149± 9 952± 26 3047± 70
NIST 43,0± 1,5 65,9± 1,0 152,2± 1,5 949± 5 3028± 15
Standard deviation 1,5 1,6 4 13 40

Table 4. Difference between the reported depth of the 0,16µm groove and the average measured depth.

Position/mm – 0,3 – 0,2 – 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,3 ( – (NMi))

Difference of depth/nm

NMi (ref) + 0,8 + 1,1 + 0,0 – 1,4 – 0,3 – 0,2 –
VTT – 1,0 – 1,0 + 2,0 – 1,0 + 1,0 0,0 1,6
CEM + 0,2 + 1,2 – 0,9 – 1,9 + 0,2 + 1,2 0,8
OFMET + 1,5 + 1,5 + 0,5 – 0,5 – 1,5 – 1,5 1,0
IMGC + 1,5 – 0,5 – 2,0 + 1,0 – 0,5 + 0,5 1,6
ILM + 0,9 + 1,8 – 2,2 – 0,2 – 1,2 + 0,9 1,3
SP + 1,5 + 0,5 + 0,5 – 1,5 – 0,5 – 0,5 0,5

Table 5. Results for the 0,01 mm wide grooves. The numbers following the± sign are expanded uncertainties, based on= 2.

Groove depth/nm

Nominal 32 64 160 1000 3200
NMi (ref) 42,9 ± 1,1 64,8± 1,2 152,2± 1,5 946± 4 3017± 10
CEM 45 ± 4 68 ± 3 162 ± 4 970 ± 160 3050± 160
OFMET 42± 5 64 ± 5 150± 6 945± 11 2870 ± 30
IMGC 41 ± 5 64 ± 5
SP 43± 7 65 ± 7 152± 9 952± 26 3047± 70

the standard deviation measured on a 100 mm gauge
block (19 nm) in a recent comparison in which the
participants largely overlapped with those of the present
comparison [8]. As already noted, the NMi has made
some additional effort to confirm its measured value of
this standard. Note that the reference values obtained
are almost the same as when another choice was made
for calculating them (weighed/unweighed average of all
participants, with/without inclusion of extreme values).

The variation of the groove depth over the 0,16µm
groove around its average value is shown in Table 4.
In the last column, the standard deviation of each
laboratory with respect to the reference (NMi) is
indicated. This may be regarded as an upper limit
for the reproducibility, expressed as one standard
deviation. The NMi value is the average of the
measurements taken before and after the comparison,
the standard deviation of these differences is 0,5 nm.
The table shows that the reproducibility, expressed as
one standard deviation, of the reported measurements
of the participants ranges from 0,5 nm to 1,6 nm, which
is small relative to the quoted uncertainties.

4.2 Results for the 0,01 mm wide grooves

The results for the 0,01 mm wide grooves, which were
not measured by all participants, are shown in Table 5.

Two measurements of the 0,01 mm wide groove
differ significantly from the reference result: the others
are in reasonable agreement with it.

After receiving the draft report, the OFMET
identified an error in their application of a measurement
protocol. The aperture corrections for the narrow
grooves of 3200 nm depth were not appropriate to the
objective. As this was combined with another correction
factor, for which no records are available, it is not
possible to recalculate the correct result.

5. Conclusions

We report the results of an international comparison of
depth-setting standards. The standards, prepared by the
Slovak Institute of Metrology (SMU), have shown a
stability and homogeneity which allow the calibration
uncertainty to be established to within 1 nm. The
comparison shows that the participating laboratories
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were, in general, able to reproduce their claimed
uncertainty. The smaller grooves were measured with
uncertainties of a few nanometres. Larger grooves,
especially one of 3µm, gave rise to a larger scatter
among the values reported by the participants, this
groove being characterized by a standard deviation of
40 nm. This situation needs to be improved so that
depth-setting standards can remain the basis for accurate
roughness measurements as well as become the basis
for scanning probe measurements.

Unfortunately the samples used for this comparison
did not fit into the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope
(STM) of one of the scheduled participants, so a connec-
tion to scanning probe microscope measurements could
not be made. It is recommended that some facilities are
improved so that an uncertainty not exceeding 30 nm
(1 %) can be achieved on measurements of 3µm deep
grooves.

For a future comparison it is recommended that
samples are chosen which can also be mounted in
common scanning probe microscopes.
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